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Design, Construction and Testing of a Large Aperture
High Field HTS SMES Coil
R. Gupta, M. Anerella, P. Joshi, J. Higgins, S. Lalitha, W. Sampson, J. Schmalzle and P. Wanderer

I. INTRODUCTION
MES OFFERS a unique solution to energy storage with a
potential of providing a large dynamic range, high cycling
capability, and excellent energy recovery rate [1-6].
Applications include generating rapid pulses, voltage
stabilization for improved power quality and potential of grid
scale storage [1-25]. Several proposals have been made and a
few Proof-of-Principle coils have been built [1-25]. For
example, a 30 MJ SMES coil based on conventional NbTi
Low Temperature Superconductor (LTS) was built for the
Bonneville Power Authority (BPA) Pacific AC Intertie [1].
However, despite the uniqueness, SMES has not yet been able
to make a large impact on the market. The advent of high
temperature superconductors and now their availability in
increasingly longer lengths offers an opportunity to
revolutionize the field. HTS offers a wide operating range
from “high temperature low field” to “high field low
temperature”. ARPA-E invited proposals [26] for flexible,
large-scale storage for electric grids. A team consisting of
ABB, BNL, SuperPower and the University of Houston made
a proposal for a “Superconducting Magnet Energy Storage
System with Direct Power Electronics Interface” which was
funded [27]. ABB Inc. [28] designed and built the power
converter and was the project lead; SuperPower [29]
manufactured and provided the high strength 2G HTS tape
optimized for high fields [30]; the University of Houston [30]
developed improved manufacturing techniques for high
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performance wire; the Condensed Matter Physics & Materials
Science Department [31] at BNL developed the
superconducting switch [32]. The Superconducting Magnet
Division [33] at BNL designed, built and tested the SMES
coil, developed an advanced quench protection system, low
resistance joints for coils and performed the integrated SMES
system test. The entire team participated in system integration.
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Abstract—This paper presents the design, construction and
test results of a high energy density coil for a Superconducting
Magnetic Energy Storage System (SMES). The coil was designed
to reach 25 T at 4 K in a 100 mm bore under a program funded
by ARPA-E. The coil used over 6 km of 12 mm wide Second
Generation (2G) High Temperature Superconductors (HTS)
provided by SuperPower. Such high fields and large aperture in
a coil built with a new and still developing conductor and magnet
technology created several challenges that included large stresses
and quench protection. This paper summarizes an ambitious
research program that resulted in a SMES coil reaching 12.5 T at
27 K. This is the first time that such high fields and such high
energy densities have been generated at a temperature over 10 K
and it opens the door for the possible use of HTS magnets in
energy storage and other applications.

Index Terms—SMES, HTS, High Field Magnets, Solenoids.
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Fig.1. Engineering current density for various superconductors at 4K. Data
compiled by P. Lee, NHMFL [http://fs.magnet.fsu.edu/~lee/plot/plot.htm].

Our initial cost analysis of HTS-based SMES system found
that the high field option is significantly less expensive than
the high temperature option [34, 35]. Whereas at high fields,
the current carrying capacity drops quickly for LTS; it drops
very slowly in HTS (Fig. 1). Since the stored energy is
proportional to the square of the field, conductor requirement
and the system cost would be reduced significantly, if the
viability of ultra-high field magnets can be demonstrated.
Based on prior work with Particle Beams Lasers, Inc. on high
field HTS solenoids [36], BNL proposed the development of a
demo module with a high field (~25 T) produced in a
significant aperture (100 mm) solenoid using the second
generation (2G), high strength HTS from SuperPower. Such a
magnet is well beyond present technology and posed
numerous challenges for the magnet which will be
summarized in this paper. The intention of this R&D was to
make a large impact rather than just incremental changes. This
was also consistent with the “high-risk, high-reward” nature of
ARPA-E programs. Even though time and budget limitations
allowed only one test, the R&D produced a record field at an
attractive temperature in a significant aperture solenoid, which
translated into the highest energy density storage device ever
produced at a temperature over 10 K. These results exceeded
what has been done and even what was ever proposed in any
significant SMES proposal. This demonstration opens the
potential of the application of HTS magnet technology in the
area of energy storage and beyond.
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Fig. 2. A toroidal structure containing of several modules consisting of HTS
pancake coils. Field contours are superimposed over the conductor.

II. SMES COIL DESIGN
The design of the SMES coil consists of several critical
components which are described in this section. Quench
protection consideration was part of the overall coil design
(see section IV where it is discussed along with the hardware).
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B. Magnetic Design
The magnetic model of the SMES coil consisting of 28
inner pancakes and 16 outer pancakes is shown in Fig. 3. The
parameters of the coils are shown in Table I and explained in
more detail elsewhere [37, 38]. The outer coil is made shorter
in length than the inner coil to reduce the perpendicular
component of the field which would be significantly lower in
a toroid (Fig. 2) as the end effects will not be present. The
thickness of SS tape and the thickness of HTS tape were
adjusted to provide grading of the current density (see Fig. 3)
to further reduce the perpendicular component of the field, as
computed by OPERA [39]. Extra copper in the pancakes in the
ends should provide further stability. The maximum computed
peak field in the coil at 720 A is ~26 T and the maximum
perpendicular component ~7 T.

A. Overall Design
A grid scale storage device is envisioned to be made of a large
number of solenoid modules in a toroidal geometry capable of
storing several gigajoules of energy. Fig. 2 shows such a
concept with field contours superimposed over the conductor.
Toroidal geometry takes advantage of the fact that the field
inside the coil is generally parallel to the surface of the
conductor inside the pancake coils where the current carrying
capacity is highest (see Fig. 1) and hence the amount of HTS
required would be much smaller. As a part of this project we
built a demonstration solenoid module made of two layers
(inner and outer) of coil with a stainless steel structure in
between to keep stresses within the conductor limit. Moreover,
the HTS tape was co-wound with Stainless Steel (SS) tape to
deal with the high stresses. Major parameters of the
demonstration module are given in Table I.
TABLE I
MAJOR PARAMETERS OF THE 25 T, 1.7 MJ ARPA-E SMES COIL
Quantity

Units

1.7
720

MJ
Amperes

Inductance

7

Henry

Maximum Field

25

Tesla

Operating Temperature

4.2

Kelvin

Nominal Ramp Rate

1.2

Amp/sec

Nominal width of 2G HTS Tape

12.5

mm

Nominal Thickness of 2G HTS Tape

115, 160

m

Nominal Thickness of Copper in HTS Tape

55, 100

m

Nominal Thickness of Stainless Steel Tape

25, 50

m
mm

Stored Energy
Current

Nominal Width of Insulated Double Pancakes

26

Number of Inner Pancakes

28

Number of Outer Pancakes

16

Total Number of Pancakes

44

Inner diameter of Inner Pancake

101

mm

Outer diameter of Inner Pancake

193

mm

Inner diameter of Outer Pancake

223

mm

Outer diameter of Outer Pancake

303

mm

Thickness of Intermediate Support Tube

15

mm

Thickness of Outer Support Tube

7

mm

Fig. 3. The upper picture is 2-d magnetic model of the SMES coil with the
contour plot showing the current density, the lower picture is a 3-d model with
the contour of the perpendicular component of the field superimposed on the
surface.

C. Mechanical Design
The mechanical structure consists of one inner SS tube, two
middle SS tubes (intermediate), one outer tube and two end
plates (see Fig. 4). Use of high strength 2G tape with a
Hastelloy substrate was crucial for this application as it allows
ReBCO tapes to operate under hoop stress with no
degradation. In addition, co-winding HTS tape with SS tape
played an important role. A thicker SS tape was used in the
pancakes where computed radial forces and hoop-stresses
were higher. The coil was designed to maximize the field and
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stored energy while keeping the stress within 500 MPa and the
strain within 0.3%. The axial stress was kept below 120 MPa.
These limits were established with the measurements
performed earlier on similar conductors [40], [41]. Fig. 5
shows the results of the ANSYS [42] analysis. The mechanical
analysis has been reported in more detail in an earlier paper
[37]. Note that the initial model (Fig. 3 & 4) and the analysis
(Fig. 5) had 18 pancakes in the outer coil of the magnet, while
the actual construction had 16 pancakes (Table I).
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uniform cooling and reduce thermal strain on HTS coils.
Copper discs are inductively coupled to the coils which help in
rapid energy extraction as a part of quench protection.

Fig. 6: Computer-controlled universal coil winding machine used for winding
inner and outer pancake coils.

Fig. 4. Basic mechanical model of the SMES structure with inner and outer
pancakes, SS support tubes, and end plates.

Fig. 7. Outer pancake coil with a number voltage taps.

Fig. 5. Contour plots of the hoop stress (a) and hoop strain (b) on the HTS
coils [37] performed with ANSYS.

III. CONSTRUCTION
Single pancake coils were wound using the computer
controlled universal coil winding machine (see Fig. 6). Since
the HTS conductor is still in the R&D phase, a number of
voltage taps were placed (see Fig. 7) for the 77 K QA test and
later removed before the coils are installed inside the magnet
structure.
Two single pancake coils were then assembled into a double
pancake unit with a spiral splice joint made with similar HTS
tape and installed on the inside. The length of the splice joint
in the inner pancakes was ~15 cm and joint resistance 10 to
16 nΩ (two joints). The length of splice joint in the outer
pancake was ~20 cm and joint resistance 2 to 8 nΩ [39]. Since
the conductor was not available in sufficient length to make
pancakes without splices, there were several factory made
splices also (typically one in inner pancakes and two in the
outer pancakes) with a typical joint resistance of 5 nΩ.
Inner and outer coil double pancakes were then stacked onto
their respective inner support tubes. Mylar or G10 insulating
discs along with the copper discs were installed between
double pancakes (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 8). Copper discs facilitate

Double pancakes were then spliced together, individually
overwrapped with epoxy impregnated fiberglass tape and
cured. Since only one cold test of the system was anticipated
given the time and funding restrictions and not all pancakes
(wound with R&D conductor) were tested at 4 K, leads were
taken out from each double pancake (see Fig. 9) so that the
weaker performing pancake (and its corresponding pair to
balance the axial Lorentz forces), potentially limiting the
performance of the entire system, could be electrically
removed without disassembling the entire magnet. Quench
protection consideration also dictated the electrical circuit.
After curing, the outer diameters of inner and outer coil
assemblies were independently machined to a precise size to
provide a close sliding fit to their respective outer support
tubes. The support tubes were then installed over the coils and
the inner and outer coils were assembled (see Fig. 10) before
final lead soldering and instrumentation wiring were
completed. At this time the end plates were also installed and
engaged to the coil assemblies via set screws to provide axial
preload.

Fig. 8: Copper discs (left) placed between the inner and outer double pancakes
inside the magnet structure (model in the middle and actual construction on
right) provide uniform cooling and reduced thermal strain on HTS coils.
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may be a desired compromise/optimization in some cases,
such as in the present application.
Advanced electronics (Fig. 11) were developed [45] (a) to
detect a small pre-quench signal (100 V to mV level) in the
presence of large noise and inductive voltage and (b) to deal
with high isolation voltage (> 1 kV), and to allow fast energy
extraction in a large stored-energy coil with high inductance.
Careful wiring (for example, twisted pairs to reduce noise
pick-up), and software development have played a significant
role. Numerous voltage taps were used to monitor each
pancake and each splice.
Fig. 9. Inner coil with 28 pancakes, copper discs, voltage-taps and leads out
from each doublepancakes.

Fig. 11. Part of the advanced quench detection electronics system that was
specifically developed (a) to have a high sensitivity to detect the onset of the
pre-quench phase at the mV or lower level in large coils and (b) tolerate high
isolation voltage (over 1 kV) for fast energy extraction.

Fig. 10. Outer coil with 16 pancakes (top-left), inner (bottom-left) coil with
SS support tube and outer coil with support SS support tube being installed
over inner tube (right).

IV. QUENCH PROTECTION
Quench protection is a major challenge in HTS magnets,
particularly those with large stored energy, because of low
quench propagation velocities which could deposit significant
energy locally causing a permanent damage to the coil. We
developed a multi-prong approach consisting of (a) stainless
steel (metallic) turn-to-turn insulation for spreading energy
faster over a volume, (b) sensitive hardware and software to
detect pre-quench phase and act before the thermal runaway
takes place, (c) fast energy extraction with electronics that can
tolerate high voltage stand-off and (d) inductively coupled
copper disks. Quench heaters that have been used in LTS
magnets could also be implemented in HTS magnets.
As compared to LTS, there is a relatively long pre-quench
phase in HTS, during which the coil can be safely operated
with a small resistive voltage. We detect this pre-quench phase
and initiate action early on to allow extra time to remove the
stored energy.
Quench propagation is significantly different between coils
wound with traditional insulations (such as Kapton® [43]) and
those wound with SS tape.
Transverse (turn-to-turn)
propagation in coils wound with SS tape is between so called
no-insulation [44] and the traditional organic insulation and

Fig. 12. The detection of the pre-quench phase and the extraction of energy
when a threshold of 2 mV is reached between two pancakes of similar
inductances.

One such case is shown in Fig. 12 where a voltage
difference of 2 mV between two pancakes while increasing the
current triggered shut-off. Even though HTS coils could
operate safely at much higher voltage, acting at the mV prequench level provides extra time to act to prevent any damage.
The copper discs (Fig. 8), installed initially to provide
uniform cooling and reduce thermal strain, played an
important role in quench protection. The copper discs are
coupled inductively to the coils which helps achieve some
almost instantaneous energy extraction. When the current is
brought down, it is first transferred from the HTS pancakes to
the copper discs before the normal L/R decay (where L is the
inductance of the coil and R is the total resistance in the
circuit). This strategy (a) removes significant energy quickly,
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(b) warms up the copper discs and HTS coils (like quench
heaters) and (c) gives extra current margin to the coil at the
critical time.
Depending on the rate of energy delivery required from the
SMES coil for the application, the use of some of the above
techniques may however be limited, as they may cause
unacceptable losses during the charge-discharge cycle.

Fig. 15 shows two cases. The case on the left is when the
critical currents in two single pancakes were similar and the
case on the right is when the critical currents in two single
pancakes were significantly different. Both types of double
pancake units were used in the magnet. It may be pointed out
that a high critical current at 77 K does not always correspond
to high critical current at 4 K.
24
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V. TEST RESULTS

A. 77 K Pre-test of Pancake Coils
Each pancake (inner and outer) was tested at 77 K with a
large number of voltage taps (see Fig. 7) to assure that all
pancakes perform well individually [38]. This was the most
critical part of a series of QA tests instituted before these
pancakes were assembled in to the full-size SMES coil. The
critical current based on 1 µV/cm criterion for inner pancakes
is shown in Fig. 13. Significant variations in Ic performance of
pancakes is attributed to a variation in in-field performance of
the conductor. “n” value in Fig. 13 describes the rapidity of
transition (see, for example, Fig. 14) of wire or coil from
superconducting to non-superconducting state with the
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Fig. 15. Left side shows the case when two pancakes in the double pancake
unit had similar critical currents and right side shows the case when
significantly different.

B. Double Pancake Coil Test as the Function of Temperature
At the beginning of the program, a double pancake coil was
tested at 77 K (liquid nitrogen) and then at 4 K (liquid helium)
to ensure that the entire process was reliable before starting
the full-scale program. Intermediate temperatures were
obtained with gaseous Helium and/or on pumping on nitrogen
(60 K to 77 K). All systems (including quench protection and
splice joint) worked well to over 1130 Amp. The critical
current was measured as a function of temperature during this
test (see Fig. 16).
1200

Top Coil
Bottom Coil

1000

Ic (A) @0.1V/cm

expression V ∝ In. Lower “n” in pancake 107 is attributed to a
local but acceptable defect in the conductor.
Fig. 14 shows the case when a double pancake coil was not
able to pass the QA test. Fig. 14 (left) shows the measurement
in a good coil and Fig. 14 (right) shows the measurement in a
defective coil. Incorporation of a large number of voltage taps
allows us to identify the section of the conductor with poor
performance.

SMES 204
SMES 203

20

V (mV)

A large number of tests were carried out as a part of this
program. All pancake coils were tested at 77 K. High
current/field, low temperature (~4 K) tests were performed on
a double pancake coil, developmental splice joint, 12 inner
coil pancakes, and the fully assembled SMES coil. The test
results are discussed briefly below.
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region(s) in the coil (see early onset of resistive voltage on right).
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Fig. 16. Critical current as a function of temperature for a double pancake.

C. Inner Coil 4 K Test
An important milestone was the demonstration of a coil
reaching a field of over 10 Tesla with a set of pancakes built
for the final magnet. The coil reached 11.4 T field on the axis
and 12.1 T on the coil, exceeding the original target of 10 T.
The partial coil consisted of 12 pancakes with an inner
diameter of 100 mm and an outer diameter of ~194 mm. The
test run in Fig. 17 shows the coil energized to 760 A at 4 K.
Successful quench protection and energy extraction were
demonstrated. Maximum internal voltage remained < 1 kV.
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Fig. 17. The quench protection system turned off the power supply and safely
extracted the energy when the difference voltage threshold of 2 mV was
exceeded.

D. SMES Coil Test
The fully instrumented SMES coil with iron yoke was
installed on the top-hat (Fig. 18 left) and placed in the dewar
(Fig. 18 right). The quench protection system with energy
extraction, a critical sub-system of the energy storage device,
was successfully tested at ~77 K at a current of ~36 Amp
(~1.3 T) when 2 mV voltage threshold was reached (Fig. 12).

6

weaker performing pancake from limiting the performance of
the entire system in the single test allowed within the confines
of timeframe and budget. This incident (which occurred after
the measurements that are shown in Fig. 19) caused damage to
instrumentation, leads and outer turns of a few pancakes of the
inner coil. The outer coil appeared to be intact. Following
further inspection and low power tests, the area of damage was
localized. This may be noted that this arcing is not related to
normal magnet construction and does not in any way represent
the limit of the high field HTS magnet technology.
E. Integrated System Testing
With little project funds and time left, instead of repairing
the coil, ARPA-E SMES program moved towards performing
system testing at a low power level. The integrated system test
involved the SMES outer coil, quench protection system,
superconducting switch [32] and ABB convertor. To protect
the overall system, testing was limited to 37 Amps where all
components were tested together and limited storage was
demonstrated.
VI. CONCLUSION

Fig 18. Fully instrumented SMES coil on top hat (left) and in Dewar with
Switch and other components (right).

This paper is a brief summary of the innovative design,
engineering, construction, quench protection and test results of
a significant SMES program carried out over a short period of
about three years. This is the first time that such a large
amount of HTS (over 6 km of 12 mm wide tape) has been
used in a high field magnet application. The 77 K QA test of
HTS coils with a number of voltage taps played an important
role. Accidental damage to the lead area does not represent the
limit of the HTS magnet technology.
The SMES coil program presented here was a part of an
aggressive “high risk, high reward program.” Even though the
design goals - high field (25 T), large aperture (~100 mm),
new conductor (ReBCO), large hoop stresses (~400 MPa) were too aggressive to be achieved in the first attempt, the
R&D succeeded in advancing the HTS SMES coil technology
well beyond the present state of art. Demonstration of a 12.5 T
SMES coil at 27 K, not only is encouraging for energy storage
application but for many other areas, as well [46].
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